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Technical data sheet

Silence Point Stream

Silence Point is a versatile product family with the best acoustic properties, developed and optimized over 
many years. The modular system is broad and ranges from the classic museum bench to various sofa variants 
to complete work islands with or without a roof.

A clear design language and excellent seating comfort, Silence Point Stream combines function and modern 
design for an extra portion of cosiness. The inviting models are at home in open office spaces, in the hotel 
lounge, as well as in stores and showrooms. The models, available in two heights of 940 and 1100 mm, create 
comfortable islands for lingering and relaxing. What remains hidden from the eye, the wall structure is highly 
sound absorbing at the core and thus contributes to good room acoustics. The models are available as one, two 
or three-seaters. There are 9 fabric collections to choose from for the wall structure, with an almost unlimited 
selection of structures and colours. This makes the Silence Point models a favorite place with character and 
an unmistakable appearance. Sitting comfort and ergonomic equipment with an invitingly soft back cushion are 
geared towards the requirements of the project. The lovingly fully upholstered walls are offered on one side or 
optionally also on both sides in a quilted version. Quilting options on request. There are 8 fabric qualities with 
different characters available for this purpose. 

Data Silence Point Stream

Substructure - dimensionally stable aluminum 
frame profile

Filler Standard 100 by OEKO-TEX®

Walls fully upholstered with a smooth fabric surface

Seat and back upholstery always without quilting, 
removable cover

Feet in stainless steel, optionally powder-coated 
 
 
Optional standard quilting option 114 partial. 
Further quilting options on request. 8 fabric 
collections  available 
 
Optional quilting only on the outside or  
outside and inside

SP Stream 3 seater H940
Quitling
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Standard weight in kg

Height 940 1100

Wídth

785 59 65

1570 87 94

2355 119 128
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Model overview - drawings

Without quilting One-sided outside 
quilted

Quilted on both 
sides

Finish
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Steppung 114 partiell Weitere Steppvarianten auf Anfrage.

Quilting
114 partial

Further quilting 
options on 
request.

on 1100 mm height exemple

Quilting options

Height 
940 mm

Height  
1100 mm

1 seater 2 seater 3 seater
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